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Subjects can base a solution on either logicalor empirical 
properties 01 a problem solving task. In this study, the 
dilficulty 01 making a solution on empirical grounds and 01 
making a solution on logical grounds were both varied. It 
appeared that as the strength 01 the empirical properties 
diminished, Ss utilized IOgical properties to a greater extent. 
Further, logical properties took precedence over empirical 
properties as the lormer became easier to explicate. 

-In most problem-solving tasks, S must overcome a tendency 
to use the problem materials in a common way, and find 
instead a novel, or uncommon, use for them, in order to 
achieve a solution. The common ways of using the materials 
may be called the empirical properties of the materials. They 
presumably arise from the knowledge, beliefs and opinions 
about the materials which S brings to the problem situation. In 
contrast, the problem materials mayaiso possess logical 
properties. Logical properties consist of information from 
which S may deduce conc1usions about the materials. These 
conc1usions are not immediately obvious to hirn when first 
faced with the problem situation. What will S do when the 
response he would make on the basis of the empirical 
properties of the materials contradicts that which he would 
make on the basis of the implications of the logical properties? 

This question is related to one which arises from the study 
of syllogistic reasoning. Henle (1962) has pointed out that Ss 
often make errors by basing conc1usions on the empirical 
veracity of an argument, rather than on logical grounds. How 
are errors of this sort overcome? Under what conditions will S 
reason, instead of responding on the basis of an empirical 
judgment? 

Length of inference has been shown to be a variable 
determining wh ether or not Ss will draw a conc1usion from 
information they are given (Reid, 1951). A distinction can be 
made between specific and nonspecific logical properties-the 
former requiring relatively few deductive steps to reach a 
conc1usion, the latter requiring relatively many. 

It is hypothesized that specific logical properties should 
decrease the likelihood of S responding to the empirical 
properties of the problem materials. Conversely, nonspecific 
logical properties should increase the influence of the 
empirical properties. A corollary of this point of view is that 
when the problem materials do not have definite empirical 
properties, Ss should explicate the logical properties to a 
greater extent than when the problem materials do have 
definite empirical properties. 

SUBJECTS 
Subjects were 48 paid volunteers from Brandeis under

graduate psychology courses. 
TASK 

In order to test the above hypotheses, it was necessary to 
construct problem materials the empirical properties of which 
lead S to make an erroneous response. In this experiment a 
geometrical illusion, the Sander paralIeIogram (Woodworth & 
Schlosberg, 1954, p. 420), was used for this purpose. (See 
Fig. 1). The angle ADF = 50 deg; the height of the figure was 
9/16 in., and the width was 1-11/16 in. 

Now consider the following task. The S is asked to 
determine whether the sum of Lines PAEF is equal to, greater 
than, or less than the sum of Lines PCEF, where P is the 
midpoint of AC. (In the experiment, P was not shown; Ss were 
required to imagine the midpoint P). Because all components 
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look equal (PA = PC, EF is common) with the exception of 
AE, which appears longer than CE, aJthough in fact they are 
equal, Ss will invariably report that AE is longer than CE, and 
thus that PAEF is longer than PCEF. 

If S is told that angle CAE = angle ACE, he has two ways of 
making a judgment. Either he can rely on inspection (as 
illustrated above) in which case PAEF is longer than PCEF, or 
he can deduce that AE equals EC since they are opposite sides 
of an isoceles triangle. If he does the latter, he must conc1ude 
that PAEF = PCEF. 

In the present experiment the strength of the illusion, and 
thus Ss' tendency to judge AE greater then CE, was varied by 
changing the angle ADF from 50 deg (the strong illusion-SI) 
to 85 deg (the weak illusion-WI). 

Tbe variable specific logical properties (Sp) vs nonspecific 
logical properties (NSp) was manipulated by varying the 
number of inferences necessary to conc1ude from the given 
information that AE = CE. Thus, S was told either that angle 
CAE = angle ACE (Sp), in which case he could infer that AE 
equals CE in two steps, or he was told that angle CAE = angle 
CEF (NSp). The latter case requires three inferences to draw 
the proper conclusion. 

PROCEDURE 
The two variables were cast in a 2 by 2 design. Six men and 

six women served as Ss in each of the four conditions. 
Subjects were presented with either the strong or the weak 

illusion and asked: "Is the sum of PA plus AE plus EF equal 
to, greater than, or less than the sum of PC plus CE plus EF?" 
In addition, they were told either that angle CAE = angle ACE 
or that angle CAE = angle CEF. Ss were asked to "think 
aloud." From the protocols E determined whether each S's 
judgments were correct or not, and also how he made it-by 
insoection of the figure, or by deduction. 

RESULTS 
Proficiency 

The proportions of Ss in each group who made the correct 
judgment of relative lengths of lines is given in Table I. The 
statistical significance of the obtained differences was tested 
for the distribution as a whole by Cohen's (1967) test for the 
significance of the differences between proportions 
(U' 0 = 14.76, df = 3, p< .005) and for all pairs as shown in 
Table 2. These results show that a significantly greater 
proportion of Ss in Group SpWI solved the problem correctly 
than in Group NSpSI. No other differences were statistically 
significant. 

Type of Judgment 
Each S's judgments were scored as either perceptually or 

geometrically (logically) determined. This assessment was 
made without regard to the correctness or incorrectness of the 
judgment. A logically determined judg;nent was defined as one 
in which S gave geometrical reasons for his judgment, e.g., 
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Fig. I. Sander Parallelogram 
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Table 1 
Proportion of Subjects in Each Group Making Correct Judgments 

Group NSpSr NSpWl SpSI SpWI 

Proportion Judging Correctly .25 
N 12 

Table2 

.58 
12 

.75 
12 

.92 
12 

Difference Between Arcsin Transforrned Proportions of Table 1 

Group NSpWI SpSI SpWI 

NSpSI .63 1.04 1.52* 
NSpWI .36 .84 
SpSI .48 

·p<.05 

Table 3 
Proportion of Subjects in Each Group Judging Deductively 

Group NSpSI 

Proportion Judging Deductively .17 
N 12 

Table 4 

NSpWl 

.75 
12 

SpSI 

.75 
12 

SpWl 

.83 
12 

Differences Between Arcsin Transfonned Proportions of Table 3 

Group NSpWl SpSI SpWl 

NSpSI 1.24* 1.24* 1.44* 
NSpWl .00 .20 
SpSI . 20 

• p <.05 

"Sinee those angles aren't equal, those two triangles ean't be 
eohgruent, so the lines ean't be equal. " As the example shows, 
S eould give geometrie (logieal) reasons for an ineorreet 
judgment. The details are given in Table 3. The statistical 
signifieanee of the obtained differences for this distribution 
(U' 0 = 15.72, df = 3, p< .005) and for all pairs are shown in 

Table 4. These results allow us to assert that a signifieantly 
greater proportion of Ss in all of Groups SpSI, SpWI, and 
NSpWI solved the problem logically than did Ss in Group 
NSpSI. 

DISCUSSION 
Although Group NSpWI Ss did not make a signifieantly 

greater proportion of eorreet judgments than Group NSpSI Ss, 
they did derive their eonclusions logieally to a greater extent 
than Group NSpSI Ss. This finding is eonsistent with the 
hypothesis that as the strength of the empirieal properties of 
the materials diminishes, the tendeney to explieate the logical 
properties of the materials inereases. 

The results also show that welI-specified logieal properties 
are more likely to be explieated than not weil speeified logical 
properties, at least when the materials have pronounced 
empirieal properties. This differenee is not present when the 
materials do not strongly evoke a partieularly strong response 
tendeney. That SpSI Ss did not make more eorreetjudgments 
than NSpSI Ss indieates that well-speeified logieal properties 
were not enough to overeome the influence of a strong illusion 
in determining the kind of judgment (right or wrong) Ss made, 
although they did determine how he made the judgment (Le., 
logieally vs perceptually). 
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NOTES 
I. Based on a part of a doctoral dissertation entitled ''The effeets of 

the representations of the goal and the problem materials on the problem 
solving process," supervised by Dr. M. Simmel and submitted to the 
Faeuity of Graduate Studies, Brandeis University. 

2. Now at the Institute for Cognitive Studies, Rutgers, the State 
University, Newark, N. J. 07102. 

(Continued {rom page 284 J 
eategory eorreetly, and it was impossible to eompute results also indieate that integration of the stimulus 
probabilities for the R- eondition. The results of the analysis eomponents assists reeall by the capacity of the less distinetive 
showed no signifieant differenees. While this might be stimulus to evoke the more distinetive stimulus. 
attributed to the loss of df, it is more likely, in view of the 
small djfferenees obtained, that itrepresents the tme state of 
affairs. Thi.s is perhaps the result of some eontinued leaming of 
the eoordinate stimulus word dUring the presentation of the 
words alone. Certainly it was possible to have a eertain amount 
of eonsolidation in the ease where the LD member of the pair 
was recalled to the HD member foIIowing failure to reeall the 
HD member to the LD. 

The results of this study support the previous finding of 
Jaeobus & Leonard (in press) that distinctiveness of words in a 
eompound stimulus provides the basis for eue seleetion. The 
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